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So, happy 16
th

 birthday, emojis. The little digital images, visual shorthand for emotions or concepts 

in texts, email and other electronic communication, have finally come of age. And they are marking 

this milestone by becoming more sophisticated. Update your Apple devices with the new iOS and 

you will gain access to a raft of 300 new images, including a choice of more racially diverse face 

symbols (such as a black Father Christmas), images of non-traditional family units (yes, Dolce & 

Gabbana, that includes same-sex couples with children) and 32 new national flags. 

Aspects of the move, particularly the bright yellow ‘Asian’ faces, have already drawn criticism, but 

it is the next phase in the emoji’s dominance of our discourse. Emojitracker.com records live usage 

of the symbols on Twitter, and when I started typing this sentence the most popular — crying 

smiley LOL face — had been used 637,182,360 times; by the end of this sentence it had been used 

another (excuse me a sec) 2,900 times. 

The roots of emojis go back to the start of language. In his article for New York magazine on emoji 

culture last year, Adam Sternbergh cited language expert Andrew Robinson: ‘The first written 

symbols began life as pictures.’ Pictograms (literal representations) became logograms (images that 

stood for words, as in some hieroglyphics) then ideograms (symbols that represent ideas or 

concepts). 

Emojis — encoded graphic images that can be used within or instead of text — were a logical but 

oddly retro-futuristic next step. What does it mean for humanity that we have reverted to 

pictograms and ideograms, in a system where the arcane beauty of the Egyptian hieroglyph has 

been replaced by a frowny face or an over-ripe peach? (I contacted the British Museum for this 

article but no one was available to comment: probably too busy texting their mates.) 

Adam Sternbergh’s article also cites a 2010 Pew report that found texting was the most common 

form of communication among teenagers: face-to-face conversations came in at number three. 

‘Communication has shifted heavily into textual forms: people are typing a lot more and talking a 

lot less,’ agrees Jonas Downey, who created Emojisaurus, an anthology of English phrases turned 

into emojigrams. ‘Emojis gave us a way to bring our feelings back into otherwise emotionally dry 

textual communication.’ 

Emojis are perfect for ephemeral conversations on platforms such as WhatsApp, he adds, but they 

can also ironise, soften or qualify a simple, typed statement: they are ‘tonal punctuation marks’. He 

welcomes the new symbols: it seemed absurd that ‘there are 12 different emojis that you can use 

for trains, but there isn’t a single black emoji’. It makes sense for emojis to be more inclusive: 

Sternbergh notes that, in a world of virtual communication dominated by trolls and hatred, emojis 

remain totally benign. 

‘Things have more meaning if they are conveyed through media by an image rather than text,’ he 

says. ‘These smiley faces are getting more popular because they increase the expression of an 

idea.’ And that’s the really weird part. From basic beginnings — sad, happy, angry — emojis are 

now combined to express increasingly nuanced ideas: I suspect it may be a generational thing, that 

the cash-poor, text generation needs to be rich in novel modes of communication and discourse. 

But that’s too complex a thought to express as an emoji. For now, at least. 
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